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Tom’s Weekly Newsletter November 04, 2020 

 

No one said this one was going to be easy. 

Usually we would wake up the day after election day, find out who our 

President is and go about our day with some thought about what the next 4 

years will bring. 

Well, these aren’t ‘usual’ times. 

We are still awaiting decisions in key swing states and even after those results 

come in some decisions are likely to go to the courts. 

Democrats maintained control of the House and the race for control of the 

Senate is tighter than many expected.  It seems the markets favor a split 

where Dem’s have the House majority and Republicans have the Senate 

majority regardless of who the President is.  We have no choice but to wait 

and see how this unfolds. 

Tom Gentile 

C1P Chief 1-Percenter 
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Four Corners of the Market 
 
SPY 
 

 
The symmetrical triangle pattern highlighted last week may now become part 
of a lengthier symmetrical triangle pattern. 
 
That type of triangle pattern forms where a security experiences a series of 
lower pivot highs and a series of higher pivot lows. 
 
The security continues this price action until both the support and resistance 
line converge to a point.  At that point, the security breaks either higher or 
lower given a clearer directional sentiment for future price direction. 
 
As you can tell by the chart image above, it looks like it will take a bit more 
time for that convergence to take place. 
 
Right now, the pending election results are going to be the catalyst for 
immediate price direction. 
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TLT 
 

 
 
If you are wondering why the TLT and bonds aren’t becoming the safe haven 
for investors over equities chalk it up to the almost zero interest rates held in 
place by the Fed. 
 
I anticipate this type of price action to continue until something significant 
with interest rates happens. 
 
This sideways action doesn’t mean option trade capability is no-existent. 
 
One quick, short time-frame tactic one can consider is buying to open a call 
option at support to sell to close at resistance. 
 
Or… play it the opposite way where one can buy to open a put option at 
resistance with the goal to sell to close that option at support. 
 
This approach requires one to be more active because of the frequency of 
times it bounces between the upper and lower part of the box range. 
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UUP 
 

 
 
Based on the price action over the 3-months one really can’t find a technical 
reason to call a future directional move for the US Dollar represented by the 
UUP ETF. 
 
There is a lower high from a handful of days ago from its precious pivot high 
in September at 25.60. 
 
Horizontal price support is established at 25. 
 
It’s tough to predict what will happen to the USD post the US Presidential 
election, but whatever is to come it won’t play out very quickly. 
 
A strong US Dollar is usually coupled with weaker or falling equity prices, and 
there hasn’t been any kid of real strength in the USD as of late. 
 
UUP hasn’t really sold off either, where if it were falling one could expect 
higher equity prices.  The price volatility in the US equity market seems to 
make sense based off their being no correlation between them and UUP. 
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USO 
 

 
 
We are in a seasonally bearish time for oil and that is why I am not shocked by 
the downward trend in USO from late August, albeit not the smoothest 
downtrend. 
 
USO broke 26.25 support 5-trading days ago but has since bounced back 
pretty well.  It did not bounce back to 26.25 to test that old support as new 
resistance, as it is trading higher than that the past two-trading days. 
 
I see a test for USO coming in now since it has basically filled the gap(s) 
lower… and by test, I am wondering if the fill of these gaps become the 
resistance for USO. 
 
Fundamentally, the reason for this recent bounce of 4% in oil is the latest 
report about a decline in US inventories. 
 
A Trump win is deemed bullish for oil and a Biden win is deemed bearish due 
to the latter being in favor of more ‘green’ policies. 
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GLD 
 

 
 
Take a look at my Auto Fibs view on GLD. 
 
It retraced almost exactly to the 50% retracement level in September and 
bounced only to go as high as the descending resistance line. 
 
It formed a recent pivot low a month later.  A potentially bullish sign is that it 
was a higher pivot low from its prior one. 
 
It is yet again testing the descending resistance line. 
 
You all know I am long-term bullish on GLD and if it could not only trade 
above, but CLOSE above that descending resistance line I would have even 
more conviction for higher prices to come. 
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Tools and Observations 
 
Let’s have Jay explore a little more with the technical combination of Darknet 
+ Bullish Candle Reversal scan / pattern.  In fact, I should have a recent video 
from him on this subject on my YouTube channel tomorrow. 
 
Prices / charts / images all shown prior to market close 
 
We are going to continue to build Fibonacci + Candle Reversal scans (for both 
bullish and bearish setups), but for now we have Darknet + Bull Candle 
Reversal scan. 
 
Click on to Darknet / Alpha 9 and then change this box below to how you see 
it displayed. Then click Select. 

 
Num of Past Days Displayed should change to 4 days when you click on Bull 
Candle Reversal Call Option Trades in the Trade Type Displayed window, but 
if not make sur you type in the number 4. 
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I am looking at candidates with a combination of both these technical 
indicators and then decide if I want to pursue the option trade the Darknet / 
Alpha 9 tool shows with the lowest % to double for that security. 

 
The approach with the education in this newsletter on this chart is why I 
would not consider this trade (too often we teach why a trade, but it is 
important to know when to pass on a setup as well). 
 
Not going to chase this gap.  Wat for a fill of the gap.  If it never happens then 
accept this one has passed us by and look for other securities with the Darknet 
+ Bull Candle Reversal pattern. 
 
Which of these next two would we pick? 
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Or… 
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Both have the Darknet ‘B’ Bullish signal and both have a Bullish Candle 
Reversal pattern but add in the price support on IBKR at 47 and that 
additional technical item is the differentiator, (one more potentially positive 
technical item that could help this stock move higher). 
 
The good thing about Darknet (with or without the Bullish Candle Reversal 
pattern and the price support) is it’s scan also searches out an ideal option 
strategy to consider. 
 

 
 
If one considers this IBKR December 18, 2020 $45 Call or not is their decision, 
but everyone can track it / virtual or paper trade it. 
 
Pick your target price goal for the security or a target ROI % goal. 
 
Then pick your stop loss point by either price of the security or value of the 
option / stop loss %. 
 
One technical stop consideration could be a close below the lowest shadow of 
the candlestick pattern. 
 
Tom Gentile 
C1P (Chief 1-percenter) 
 
Disclaimers 
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Stock and options trading has large potential rewards, but also large potential risk. 
You must be aware of the risks and be willing to accept them in order to invest in the stock 
and options market.  Do not trade with money you cannot afford to lose. 
 
This is neither an offer to buy/sell/ or recommend a particular stock or option. 
 
Hypothetical or simulated performance results have certain inherent limitations.  Unlike an 
actual performance record, simulated results do not represent actual trading. 
Also, since the trades have not been actually executed, the results may have under or 
overcompensated for the impact, if any, of certain market factors, such as lack of liquidity.  
Simulated trading programs in general are also subject to the fact that they are designed 
with hindsight.  No representation is being made that any account will or is likely to 
achieve profits or losses similar to those shown. 
 
Disclaimer of Warranties and Liabilities Tom Gentile and TomsTradingRoom, LLC including 
employees, consultants, and editors ("Publisher") cannot and do not warrant the 
completeness or accuracy of the content found in our areas, or its usefulness for any 
particular purpose. 
 
Tom Gentile and TomsTradingRoom, LLC also make no promises that our content or the 
service itself will be delivered to you uninterrupted, timely, secure, or error-free.  Under no 
circumstances will Tom Gentile and TomsTradingRoom, LLC be liable for direct, indirect, 
incidental, or any other type of damages resulting from your use or downloading of any 
content on our site.  This includes, but is in no way limited to, loss or injury caused in whole 
or in part by our negligence or by anything beyond our control in creating or delivering any 
portion of Tom Gentile and TomsTradingRoom, LLC. 
 
You are agreeing that you bear responsibility for your own investment research and 
investment decisions.  You also agree that Tom Gentile and TomsTradingRoom, LLC   will 
not be liable for any investment decision made or action taken by you or others based upon 
reliance on news, information, or any other material published by Tom Gentile and 
TomsTradingRoom, LLC.   
Tom Gentile and TomsTradingRoom, LLC relies on various sources of information that we 
believe to be accurate and reliable. However, we make no claims or representations as to 
the accuracy, completeness, or truth of any material contained on our site. 
 
Tom Gentile and TomsTradingRoom, LLC are educational portals, providing content for 
educational and informational purposes only.  Neither Tom Gentile nor TomsTradingRoom, 
LLC are a broker/dealer.  Investors need a broker to trade stocks and options and must 
meet certain requirements.  All securities, futures, and investments data and ideas are 
offered to self-directed investors.  All prices in USD unless noted otherwise. 
A full disclaimer can be found here:  http://www.tomgentile.com/legal_disclaimers.html 


